In compliance with SACSCOC Principles (Standard 8.1) and related SACSCOC policy statement on institutional obligations for public disclosure, Milligan College makes public the following information each fall. Additional institutional data for the previous academic year may be found on the National Center for Education Statistics College Navigator site at https://nces.ed.gov/collegenavigator/.

The 6-Year Graduation Rate is Milligan’s key student completion indicator defining student achievement. Milligan’s goal for the 6-Year Graduation Rate is set to sustain historically strong graduation rates. The goal for the 4-Year Graduation Rate is set to reflect Milligan’s commitment to students completing their degrees in a timely manner to reduce the time and costs associated with their education. The Retention Rate goals are set to help ensure attainment of strong graduation rates. The licensure passage rates and placement goals for accredited programs reflect Milligan’s commitment to preparing students for success in their chosen professions.

**Figure 1: Graduation Rate Outcome – 6 Year**
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Figure 2: Graduation Rate Outcome – 4 Year
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Figure 3: Retention Rate Outcome (Freshman-to-Sophomore)
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Figure 4: Teacher Licensure Programs – Overall Passage Rate
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Figure 5: Nursing First-Time Passage Rate
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Figure 6: Occupational Therapy Overall Passage Rate
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Figure 7: Seminary Program Placement Rates
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